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After speaking, Chu Zhengliang waved his sleeves, and a white jade wine glass at the
table appeared to be called to Chu Zhengliang’s hand.

Then he toasted, looked up, and drank it!

After drinking this cup, Chu Zhengliang’s line of sight fell on Gaia and the others who
had been surrounded by the powerful Chumen.

“Several people, as agreed, you will exterminate yourself.” The

sonorous

words fell, and the people of the Chu family drew their swords and threw them at the feet
of the four of Gaia.

“Please, exterminate yourself !”

….

“Please,

exterminate yourself !” The Chu Family’s internal guards had a cold expression and
shouted at these people.

The sound of sorrow resounds like thunder.

The four of Gaia were undoubtedly difficult to ride a tiger for a while, their faces pale.

“What?”

“Several seniors, is it because they want to break the contract and fail?” “The

titled Grandmaster, what you don’t say is like farting, right?”

Watching Gaia’s four lingering motionlessness, Chu Qi under the hall Heaven, suddenly
sneered.



“Yes.”

“A few more, please fulfill the agreement and commit suicide with a sword.”

“Otherwise, we witnesses will be enforced.”

Mochizuki undoubtedly showed loyalty to the Chu family . The performance is extremely
positive.

Now, the leaders of the martial arts of other countries have not said anything, but he has
stepped up first and put pressure on Gaia and others.

For a while, the atmosphere here cooled down again.

Not only the powerful Chu family, but even the elders of the Chu Clan, released their
coercion and moved closer to Gaia and the others.

Before, due to the family affairs of the Chu family, the strong Chumen did not interfere.

But now, since they are the witnesses, if Gaia and the others do not commit suicide,
these Trumen elders will naturally have a reason to take action.

Seeing these dragon god powerhouses, it is already a dead end.

Longyan Wang Gritsberg, who had been hiding in the corner, sighed with tears.

“Sure enough, or lost the battle.”

“Dragon Lord ah, resented.” “At

first, If you listen to my advice, why would end up ending today?”

“How now?” “More

than you were killed, even with these A strong dragon god should die here.”

Iwai Zen is full of grief and heavy heart.

He followed the four dragon gods and came to Chumen Mountain together.

However, after arriving at Chumen Mountain, he sneaked into the crowd, not with Gaia
and the others.

After all, Mark’s purpose for letting him here was just to let him be a witness and an
audience, and he didn’t expect him to play any role.



However, even if Iwai Chan is not optimistic about Mark, as one of the Dragon Kings, he
also hopes that it will happen, and the balance of victory can be on Mark’s side.

But now it seems that the miracle did not happen after all.

The Dragon Lord is defeated!

It was exactly the same as he had thought, and it was a complete failure.

With just three moves, Chu Zhengliang was directly defeated by Chu Zhengliang!

The gap is still too big after all.

Although this result had already been expected, Iwai Zen was still full of sorrow when
this scene really appeared before his eyes.

He thought he could come to witness the miracle.

But in the end, it still witnessed the demise of a genius boy.

“After today, this Dragon Temple will no longer exist in the world~”

Iwai Zen smiled sadly, then picked up a wine glass from the table and smashed it to
pieces.

He held a sharp glass blade in his hand and pierced it towards his neck.

The dragon lord is dead, why should the dragon king survive?

He has never betrayed the Dragon Lord!

He just didn’t want to see the Dragon Lord die.

If everything is unchangeable, then he is willing to follow the dragon master.

However, just when Iwai Zen was going to accompany Mark. Who could have imagined
that the four dragon gods, surrounded by powerful men from all walks of life, turned
around and bowed to the place where Mark had fallen: “The sea of   clouds has
appeared, and the true dragon has ascended to heaven.”

Chapter 3311

“Please Dragon Lord, show your majesty~”

….



“Please Dragon Lord, show your majesty~”

With Gaia taking the lead, Owen, Su Muqiu, and others also worshipped.

The four-strong dragon gods shouted together, looking into the distance, full of respect
and respect.

It seems that the most devout believers are worshipping their faith.

Yes, even everyone thought Mark was defeated.

But the four of them still believed in him.

They believed in the Dragon Lord, and also believed that the young man, he did not fall
so easily.

Ten years of beacon fire, and now start a prairie fire.

Do your best for such a grand cause.

Such young people, even if they were to lose, should be defeated vigorously, how could
they be so easy?

“Haha~”

“This group of people are idiots.”

“Are they showing their majesty?”

“The abandoned son was probably blown up by my father, so what kind of majesty came
from?”

“Death is coming, and I still expect it To a wicked species in the country.”

“With this time, why don’t you kneel down and ask my father to forgive you for not
dying?”

Chu Qitian pointed at Gaia and laughed.

Look at them as if you look at an idiot.

The others also shook their heads for a while, only thinking that these people like Gaia
were stupid.

In their opinion, even if the boy is not dead, what can he do?

Under the three masters of the Chu Sect just now, he was bound to be seriously injured.



Even if he is alive, I am afraid that there is no power to fight again.

Don’t say that if you show majesty, you will be hard to protect yourself.

“After all, it’s hard for a hairy boy to become a powerful weapon.”

Aaron also sighed.

While everyone was laughing again and again, An Qi, who was crying with tears,
suddenly raised her head.

And Iwai Zen, who swiped his cup just now, suddenly burst into a strange light in his
eyes.

“Could it be?”

“Could it be…?”

Boom~ The

next moment, there was a boom , like thunder, almost shattering the void.

Then, everyone only saw that in the ruins where Mark had fallen, there was a golden
light rising into the sky.

The earth trembled and the rocks exploded.

A thin figure, just like this, once again appeared in the sight of everyone.

Under the sky, the young figure is so small.

Rather, the impact he has brought to everyone is high now, comparable to a mountain.

Seeing Mark standing up again, everyone was stunned.

Chu Qitian’s eyes were staring, Wangyuehe’s pupils shrank, and the Juggernaut and
Tang Hao’s eyes trembled, and their hearts were full of disbelief.

“This… how is this possible?”

“Also… still alive?”

“Moreover, the momentum is unabated.”

“On the contrary, it has become more and more prosperous?”

“This…this guy, what the hell did…?” At the



top of Chumen Mountain, everyone was almost crazy.

The scene before him undoubtedly surpassed everyone’s expectations.

They had never dreamed that Mark would not only remain unscathed in the face of Chu
Zhengliang’s powerful offensive, on the contrary, but his power would also have grown
even stronger.

“Is this impossible?”

“I used the Yundaotianjue technique to motivate the Chumen Sanjue.

“

“Even if it is a general title, it will definitely die!” “Even if this Brian Chuis extraordinary in
strength, even if he doesn’t die, he will It must be a severely injured body.”

“But now…”

Chu Zhengliang’s face suddenly sank, and a few traces of panic appeared in the depths
of his eyebrows and eyes.

The difficulty of the young man in front of him actually made him feel a bit of pressure.

“Haha~”

“Brother Mark.”

“Brother Mark is still alive~”

“I knew, Brother Mark wouldn’t die so easily~”

Facing the panic, An Qi shouted out happily. There were tears of joy on Qiao’s face.

The four dragon gods also immediately congratulated and greeted the return of the
dragon lord!

Iwai Zen also burst out laughing.

The dragon master is safe, and that is naturally an excellent thing.

In this way, facing everyone’s eyes, carrying the vast world behind him.
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